A factorial analogue of the supersymmetric Schur functions is introduced. It is shown that factorial versions of the Jacobi{Trudi and Sergeev{Pragacz formulae hold. The results are applied to construct a linear basis in the center of the universal enveloping algebra for the Lie superalgebra gl(mjn) and to obtain super-analogues of the higher Capelli identities.
Note that the usual Schur function s (x) coincides with s (xja) for the zero sequence a. The factorial Schur functions admit many of the classical properties of s (x) (see 4{6, 9, 10, 21, 29, 31, 32]), as well as some new ones, e.g., the characterization theorem 29] which plays an important role in the proofs of analogues of the Capelli identity 24, 29] . (The term`factorial' was primarily used only for the case of the sequence a with a i = i ? 1; we use it in the present paper in a broader sense, for an arbitrary a). In particular, the functions s (xja) may be equivalently de ned in terms of tableaux which also enables one to introduce the skew factorial Schur functions s = (xja) for each pair of partitions . Super-analogues of the Schur functions can be de ned by using some specializations of the usual symmetric functions in in nitely many variables (see 20, p. 58] ). This approach goes back to Littlewood 19] , see also 23] . On the other hand, they naturally emerged in the representation theory of Lie superalgebras 15, 16] and were studied by several authors, see, e.g., 2, 3, 7, 9, 13, 33{35, 38{40].
For a pair of partitions and with the supersymmetric skew Schur function s = (x=y) in variables x = (x 1 ; : : :; x m ) and y = (y 1 ; : : :; y n ) can be de ned by the formula s = (x=y) = X s = (x)s 0 = 0(y);
(0.2) where 0 denotes the partition conjugate to . Linear span of the functions (0.2) consists of all supersymmetric polynomials P in x and y; that is, those polynomials which are symmetric in x and y separately and satisfy the following cancellation property: the result of setting x m = ?y n = z in P is independent of z.
In this paper we introduce factorial analogues s = (x=y ja) of the supersymmetric Schur functions parametrized by arbitrary numerical sequences a = (a i ), i 2 Z (see Section 1) . For the zero sequence a this function coincides with s = (x=y), and the functions s (x=y ja) with m+1 n form a (non-homogeneous) basis in the space of supersymmetric polynomials. We prove that many properties of the supersymmetric Schur functions have their factorial analogues.
First, we nd the generating series for the corresponding elementary and complete functions and check that they are supersymmetric.
Then, using a modi ed Gessel{Viennot method 8] we prove an analogue of the Jacobi-Trudi formula and thus prove that the polynomials s = (x=y ja) are also supersymmetric.
Further, we prove a characterization theorem for the polynomials s (x=y ja)
analogous to the corresponding theorem for the factorial Schur polynomials 29] (see also 37] ). Using this theorem we prove a factorial analogue of the Sergeev{Pragacz formula. For the usual supersymmetric Schur functions this formula can be proved by several di erent ways, see, e.g., 3, 13, 22, 33, 34] . However, these proofs can not be easily carried to the case of the functions s (x=y ja), because for a general sequence a they lose both the symmetry property of the functions (0. In particular, in the case of a = (0) we obtain one more proof of the Sergeev{ Pragacz formula.
As a corollary of the factorial Sergeev{Pragacz formula we get an analogue of the Berele{Regev factorization theorem for the polynomials s (x=y ja) 2], see also 9, 35] . A special case of the factorization theorem yields an analogue of the dual Cauchy formula which gives a decomposition of the double product QQ (x i + y j ) into a sum of products of the factorial Schur functions. Two other proofs of this formula are given in 17, 18] and 21].
Goulden and Greene 9] and Macdonald 21] found a new tableau representation for the functions s = (x=y) in the case of in nite sets of variables x = (x i ) and y = (y i ), i 2 Z. Using this representation we prove that the corresponding function s = (x=y ja) does not depend on a (here a = (a i ) is regarded as a sequence of independent variables) and coincides with s = (x=y).
Finally, we show that many results of the papers 28{31] concerning higher Capelli identities and shifted Schur functions have their natural super-analogues. In particular, a basis in the center of the universal enveloping algebra U(gl(mjn)) is explicitly constructed. The eigenvalues of the basis elements in highest weight representations are super-analogues of the shifted Schur functions. We outline two proofs of the super-versions of the higher Capelli identities. The rst proof uses the characterization theorem for the factorial supersymmetric Schur polynomials while the second one is based on the properties of the Jucys{Murphy elements in the group algebra for the symmetric group. These identities include the super Capelli identity found by Nazarov 27] .
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De nition and combinatorial interpretation of the functions s = (x=y ja)
We shall suppose that a = (a i ), i 2 Z is a xed sequence of complex numbers.
For a pair of partitions the skew factorial Schur function can be de ned by the formula (see, e.g., 9, 21]):
summed over all semistandard skew tableaux T of shape = with entries in the set f1; : : :; mg, where T( ) is the entry of T in the cell and c( ) = j ? i is the content of = (i; j). The entries of a semistandard tableau are supposed to be weakly increasing along rows and strictly increasing down columns. It can be veri ed directly (see 9]) that the polynomials (1.1) are symmetric in x. It was proved in 21] that for a standard (non-skew) shape formulae (0.1) and (1.1) de ne the same function, which makes the symmetry property obvious for this case.
Due to (1.1), the factorial elementary and complete symmetric polynomials are given by e k (xja) = s (1 k De nition 1.1. Let x = (x 1 ; : : :; x m ) and y = (y 1 ; : : :; y n ) be two families of variables. Given a sequence a denote by a = (a i ) another sequence, de ned by a i = ?a n?i+1 , and introduce the factorial supersymmetric Schur polynomials (functions) by the formula: s = (x=y ja) = X s = (xja)s 0 = 0(yja ):
We shall prove in Section 3 that these polynomials are indeed supersymmetric, so their name will be justi ed.
Comparing (0.2) and (1.4) we see that the highest homogeneous component of the polynomial s = (x=y ja) is s = (x=y) if the latter is nonzero, and that s = (x=y ja) coincides with s = (x=y) for the zero sequence a. Using formula (1.1) we can reformulate de nition (1.4) in terms of tableaux. To distinguish the indices of x and y let us identify the indices of y with the symbols 1 0 ; : : :; n 0 . Consider the diagram of shape = and ll it with the indices 1 0 ; : : :; n 0 ; 1; : : :; m such that:
(a) In each row (resp. column) each primed index is to the left (resp. above) from each unprimed index.
(b) Primed indices strictly decrease along rows and weakly decrease down columns.
(c) Unprimed indices weakly increase along rows and strictly increase down columns.
Denote the resulting tableau by T. Let us x such a partition and sum in (1.5) rst over the tableaux T whose primed part forms a subtableau of shape = .
The part of such a tableau T formed by unprimed indices is a semistandard subtableau of shape = and taking the sum over these subtableaux we get by (1. coincides with the left hand side of (1.6) which completes the proof. Proof. Indeed, the cancellation property is obviously satis ed by e k (x=y ja) and h k (x=y ja) because after setting x m = ?y n = z the factors on the right hand sides of (2.5) and (2.6) containing z cancel.
Remark. In his letter to the author A. Lascoux pointed out that the factorial Schur functions are recovered as a special case of the double Schubert polynomials 18], 22]. In particular, using the technique of divided di erences one can prove that the complete factorial supersymmetric polynomials h k (x=y ja) coincide with the complete factorial symmetric polynomials h k (x a (n) j?y a), a (n) = (a 1 ; : : :; a n ), and one can also obtain the above generating series for h k (x=y ja) (see also 1]).
Jacobi{Trudi formula
The following analogue of the Jacobi{Trudi formula holds for the functions s = (x=y ja). Theorem 3. Each vertex of the grid will be denoted by a pair of coordinates (c; i) or (c; i 0 ) which are the labels of the lines intersecting at the vertex, so that c labels a vertical line or a line going south-east. We shall consider paths in this grid of the following kind. Each step of a path is north or east in the upper half of the grid and is north-east or north-west in the lower part of the grid. We label each eastern step A straightforward application of the Gessel{Viennot argument with the use of (3.2) shows that the determinant on the right hand side of (3.1) can be represented as An analogue of (3.1) for the factorial elementary supersymmetric polynomials can be proved in the same way by using a grid obtained from the one we have used in the above proof by interchanging its upper and lower parts. We state this formula here without proof. 
Characterization theorem
Our aim in this section is to obtain characterization properties for the supersymmetric polynomials (Theorems 4.5 and 4.5 0 ) which will play an important role in our proof of a factorial analogue of the Sergeev{Pragacz formula (Theorem 5.1) and super-analogues of the Capelli identity (Theorem 8.1). We start with investigating vanishing and specialization properties of the polynomials s (x=y ja).
We say that a partition is contained in the (m; n)-hook if m+1 n. Proof. We use again that s 0(yja ) = 0 in (4.2) unless 1 n. Relation (4.6) will follow from the fact that for any such one has s = (( n a) ja) = 0:
This relation is a simple generalization of the vanishing property (4.3) and can be proved by similar arguments; see 29, 31] . Indeed, since the left hand side of (4.7) is a polynomial in a, we may assume without loss of generality that the sequence a So, (4.13) and (4.14) can be regarded as relations for the families of variables x and y (r) . Moreover, due to (4.1) we can only consider the case when is contained in the (r; m)-hook. In other words, we may assume without loss of generality that the length of is n. In particular, the partition (n m ) is contained in . Now let us prove (i). By Proposition 4.1 we may assume that . Since
(n m ) we may write a = ( n a) , where the partition is de ned by i = i ?n. Moreover, since the degree of the polynomial on the left hand side k we may assume that j j k. Introduce any total order on the set of partitions such that j j < j j implies < . The condition (4.18) yields the following homogeneous system of linear equations on the coe cients c : X c s (a =a ja) = 0; j j; j j k: Theorem 4.4 implies that the matrix (s (a =a ja)) ; of this system, whose rows and columns are arranged in accordance with this order, is triangular with nonzero diagonal elements. Hence, c 0 which proves the theorem. 
Factorial Sergeev{Pragacz formula
In this section we apply Theorem 4.5 for the proof of an analogue of the Sergeev{ Pragacz formula for the polynomials s (x=y ja). In particular, for a = (0) we get one more proof of the original formula (cf. 3, 13, 22, 33, 34]). Suppose a partition is contained in the (m; n)-hook. De ne the partitions and as in Section 4 and denote by = ( 1 ; : : : ; m ) the part of which is contained in the rectangle (n m ), that is, i = minf i ; ng.
The following analogue of the Sergeev{Pragacz formula holds.
Theorem 5.1. Proof. First of all we note that both sides of (5.1) depend polynomially on a so we may assume without loss of generality that the sequence a is multiplicity free.
Denote the right hand side of (5.1) by ' (x=y ja). To apply Theorem 4.5 we have to verify that this polynomial is supersymmetric and that s (x=y ja) and ' (x=y ja) have the same values at x = a and y = a for any (m; n)-hook such that j j j j.
The polynomials ' (x=y ja) are obviously symmetric in x and y, and so, to prove that they are supersymmetric we only need to check that they satisfy the cancellation property. This can be done exactly in the same way as in the case a = The condition 6 implies that for some k one has k < k . In particular, this means that k = n and hence 1 = = k = n. Therefore, the ijth entry of the determinant h (x=y ja) for i k j has the form (x j j n a) i +m?i (x j + y 1 ) (x j + y i ):
Repeating the previous argument, we conclude that h (( n a) =y ja) = 0, which completes the proof.
Let us prove now that ' (x=y ja)j y n =?a n = ' (x=y 0 ja); (5.3) where y 0 = (y 1 ; : : :; y n?1 ) and we de ne ' (x=y ja) = 0 if 6 (m; n)-hook. Indeed, since a 1 = ?a n , we obviously have for n > 0 that ' (x=y ja)j y n =?a n = 0; and hence (5.3) is true, because is not contained in the (m; n ? 1)-hook. So, we can suppose that n = 0. Since i + n ? i > 0 for i = 1; : : :; n ? 1, after setting y n = ?a n we may restrict the sum in the numerator of the right hand side of (5.1) to the set of permutations 2 S m S n?1 . Further, it can be easily checked that setting y n = ?a n in f (x=y ja), we get f (x=y ja)j y n =?a n = f (x=y 0 ja) (y 1 + a n ) (y n?1 + a n ):
On the other hand, (y)j y n =?a n = (y 0 ) (y 1 + a n ) (y n?1 + a n ): The factor (y 1 + a n ) (y n?1 + a n ) is symmetric in y 0 , so removing it in the numerator and denominator we see that the result is ' (x=y 0 ja) which proves (5.3).
Thus, the properties (4.5), (4.6) and (4.11) are satis ed by the polynomials ' (x=y ja). So, repeating the argument that was used for the proof of statement (i) of Theorem 4.4, we obtain that these polynomials also satisfy (4.13). Hence, for any partition (m; n)-hook such that j j j j and 6 = we have s (a =a ja) = ' (a =a ja) = 0: Therefore, to apply Theorem 4.5 to the polynomials s (x=y ja) and ' (x=y ja) it remains to check that s (a =a ja) = ' (a =a ja) for = . In this case = and = + . Due to the specialization properties (4.11) and (5.3) we may assume that l( ) = n, which implies that the partition coincides with (n m ). In this case we clearly have (see also Corollary 5. We shall denote the algebra of shifted supersymmetric polynomials by (mjn). It follows from its de nition that (mjn) is isomorphic to the algebra of supersymmetric polynomials in x and y. Then we obtain a shifted supersymmetric polynomial in u and v which will be denoted by s = (u=v) and will be called shifted supersymmetric Schur polynomial. In the case n = 0 it coincides with the shifted Schur polynomial s = (u) (see 29, 31, 32] We shall state now some properties of the polynomials s = (u=v), which can be easily derived from the corresponding properties of the polynomials s = (x=y ja). A distinguished linear basis in the center of the universal enveloping algebra U(gl(m)) was constructed in 29] . The eigenvalue of a basis element in a highest weight representation is a shifted Schur polynomial s (u) . It turns out, that this construction can be easily carried to the case of the Lie superalgebra gl(mjn). Below we formulate the corresponding theorem and brie y outline its proof. Another approach to this construction, based on the super-analogues of the higher Capelli identities is contained in Section 8.
We denote by E ij , i; j = for j = 1; : : :; n; E ij = 0 for 1 i < j m + n:
Every element z of the center Z(gl(mjn)) of the universal enveloping algebra U(gl(mjn)) acts in L(w) as a scalar (z). For a xed z the scalar (z) is a shifted supersymmetric polynomial in u and v and the map z 7 ! (z) de nes an algebra isomorphism : Z(gl(mjn)) ! (mjn);
which is called the Harish-Chandra isomorphism; see 16, 38, 40] . Our aim now is to give an explicit description of the basis of the algebra Z(gl(mjn)) formed by the preimages ?1 (s (u=v)) of the basis elements of (mjn). Let us introduce some more notations.
We shall need to consider matrices with entries from superalgebras. All our matrices will be even. That is, if B = (B ia ) is a (m; n) ( Using the natural action of the symmetric group S k in the space (C mjn ) k we represent each element of S k by a linear combination of tensor products of matrices.
In particular, the transposition (i; j) 2 S k , i < j, corresponds to the element where the tensor factors e ab and e ba take the ith and jth places, respectively. We can now describe the construction of a basis in Z(gl(mjn)). is independent of a -tableau T. The set of elements S with (m; n)-hook forms a basis in Z(gl(mjn)). Moreover, the image of S under the Harish-Chandra isomorphism is s (u=v).
Outline of the proof. In the case n = 0 this theorem was proved in 29]. It constitutes the`di cult part' of the proof of the higher Capelli identities. A straightforward generalization of those arguments proves Theorem 7.5. For this one uses the following R-matrix form of the de ning relations in U(gl(mjn)) (cf. 27]):
where R(u) = The rst proof. We follow again the corresponding arguments from 29]. First, one veri es that the operator commutes with both the actions of the Lie superalgebras gl(mjn) and gl(m 0 jn 0 ) in Z; the latter is given by
where the E 0 ab are the standard generators of gl(m 0 jn 0 ). This implies that is the image of a certain element S 0 2 Z(gl(mjn)) under (cf. 12, 27]). To prove that S = S 0 we compare their images under the Harish-Chandra isomorphism. Set s 0 (u=v) = (S 0 ). By Theorem 7.5, (S ) = s (u=v). We use Theorem 7.4 to prove that s 0 (u=v) = s (u=v) . Using (8.1) we check that both sides of (8.2) agree modulo lower terms (cf. 29, 31] ). This proves that the polynomials s 0 (u=v) and s (u=v) have the same highest component which coincides with the supersymmetric Schur polynomial s (u=v) .
By Theorem 7.3, to complete the proof we have to verify that s 0 ( = ) is zero for any partition (m; n)-hook such that j j < j j. Let us consider the superalgebra Z with the parameters m 0 and n 0 being su ciently large, so that m 0 maxfm; j jg and n 0 maxfn; j jg.
Introduce the following element of Z: where r = det z m+i;m 0 +j ] 1 i;j r and the product is taken in any xed order. It can be easily checked that satis es the relations (E ii ) = i for i = 1; : : :; m; (E m+j;m+j ) = j for j = 1; : : :; n; (E ij ) = 0 for 1 i < j m + n:
This means that generates a gl(mjn)-module with the highest weight ( ; ). Hence, is an eigenvector for the operator with the eigenvalue s 0 ( = ). However, the degree of equals j j and so, if j j < j j = k then is annihilated by , that is, s 0 ( = ) = 0 which completes the proof. where`const' is a nonzero constant (more precisely, const = dim =(k ? 1)! where is the shape of U and dim = dim V ). So, we can rewrite the left hand side of (8. For n = n 0 = 0 it turns into the classical Capelli identity; see, e.g., 11, 12] .
